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Benefits of
Rubik's Cube

Solving a Rubik’s Cube requires identifying
& executing 1000s of moves. This enhances  

memory and cognitive abilities.

#1 IMPROVED MEMORY

The ability to focus consistently is a must
for cubing. This is a learned skill and

increases with practice.

#2 INCREASED ATTENTION SPAN

Complex hand-eye coordination is known to
create new brain synapse connections.

#3 COORDINATION & SPACIAL
MAPPING SKILLS

Rubik’s Cube solving is a methodical 
step-by-step process, resulting in 

enhanced cognitive learning

#4 ENHANCED COGNITIVE BRAIN
FUNCTION

Lateral thinking is being able to see a
problem in an indirect & completely

different (creative) way.

#5 SHARPENED LATERAL
THINKING

With wholesome engagement of both, 
right & left brain, Rubik’s Cube positively 

weans the solver of screen time.

#6 BREAKING THE DIGITAL
SCREEN ADDICTION

L EARN
FROM

EXPERTS
R U B I K ' S

C U B E



RUBIK'S CUBE
PROGRAMSWHY LOGIC 101?

The learning programs Logic 101 have been
developed by experts to exercise and therefore

enhance the cognitive, analytical & logical
capabilities of your

brain. In today’s world, those who work smart
have a definite advantage over those who just

work hard.
 

Unlike the mobile screens, the Rubik's Cube
training programs at Logic 101 are designed for
a wholesome engagement and coordination of

the brain, hands and eyes.
 

More than 500 children and grown ups have
learned Rubik's Cube solving through Logic 101

trainers, led by our principal trainer Vatsal
Shah.

LEFT BRAIN

ADVANTAGE

Studies have shown that methodical
learning and solving of the Rubik’s Cube

measurably improves the brain’s cognitive
abilities such as linear tasks, logic, memory
and patience. It is one of the best ways of

improving focus to channelize one’s mental
energies.

 
The best part is that even if you can't solve

the cube, just the learning & trying is
enough to sharpen your brain.

1
Cube Explorer
Cube solving for beginners, 7+ year old. 

Learn 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 cubes.

Duration: 5 weeks, 9 sessions.

Fees: ₹1800.

2
Cubing Kids
Cube solving for kids, 5+ year old. 

Learn Pyraminx & Magic Ball Cube.

Duration: 5 weeks, 9 sessions.

Fees: ₹1500.

3
Cube Master
Learn upto 25+ unique types of cubes.

16 sessions per level, 45 minutes each.

Prerequisites: Ability to solve 3 x 3.

Fees: ₹3600 / per level.

4
Speed Cuber
Speed cubing, learn from top experts.

17 sessions, 45 minutes each

Prerequisites: Ability to solve 3 x 3

Fees: ₹5500


